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ABSTRACT
Social Network Analysis offers powerful tools to analyze the struc-
ture of relationships between a set of people. However, the addi-
tion of spatial information poses new challenges, as nodes are
embedded simultaneously in network space and Euclidean space.
While nearby nodes may not form social ties, ties may exist at
a distance, a configuration ill-suited for traditional spatial metrics
that assume adjacent objects are related. As such, there are rela-
tively few metrics to describe these nuanced situations. We
advance the burgeoning field of spatial social network analysis
by introducing a set of new metrics. Specifically, we introduce the
spatial social network schema, tuning parameter and the flattening
ratio, each of which leverages the notion of ‘distance’ to augment
insights obtained by relying on topology alone. These methods
are used to answer the questions: What is the social and spatial
structure of the network? Who are the key individuals at different
spatial scales? We use two synthetic networks with properties
mimicking the ones reported in the literature as validation data-
sets and a case study of employer–employee network. The meth-
ods characterize the employer–employee as spatially loose with
predominantly local connections and identify key individuals
responsible for keeping the network connected at different spatial
scales.
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Introduction

A social network (SN) can be defined as a collection of nodes connected by edges that
represent formal ‘ties’ or evidence of interaction (Wasserman and Faust 1994) between
people or institutions. SNs are a useful data model for studying the relationships between
entities in personal, professional, kinship, political and romantic relationships (Boccaletti
et al. 2006). Social network analysis (SNA) has traditionally focused on the topology of
nodes and edges within the ‘network’ or ‘feature’ space, without environmental or
geographic context. While metrics have helped characterize interpersonal and institutional
systems for decades, traditional, aspatial SN representations can be limiting because
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societies and relationships do not exist in isolation but coexist among geographic features
that affect these ties. Geographic context is an important factor for social networks as it
influences individual decisions and drives network dynamics (Adams et al. 2012).
Currently, the study of spatial social networks (SSN), i.e. spatially embedded networks
(Radil et al. 2010a, Sarkar, Sieber, et al. 2016), lacks sufficient metrics, software and frame-
works for the simultaneous analysis of interpersonal connectivity and environmental
attachment.

The study of SSNs fits into the larger scope of GIScience by challenging the notion of
proximal effects as predicted by Tobler’s First Law. The suite of spatial analysis techni-
ques (e.g. spatial autocorrelation, kriging) is built on the premise that proximal entities
interact more frequently. However, humans tend to interact across distance, requiring
metrics that can privilege spatial non-adjacency. This fabric of interdependence renders
a social systems’ behaviour too complex to model in terms of just distance. Thus, we use
networks to model dependence between non-adjacent entities – as these networks can
accommodate both nearby and distant connections. In GIScience, there have been calls
for analysis of social systems as affected by, as well as affecting, geographic space (Shaw
and Sui 2018). There is a need for spatial information theory and representation for this
emerging field within GIScience, and the examination of social network metrics within
spatial environments helps us advance its theoretical agenda. Specifically, by modelling
how connectivity may reframe the importance of places or people that seem peripheral
due to their spatial location, central locations or people with high accessibility may be
considered crucial for overall connectivity of the social fabric.

In this work, we create new metrics for SSN analysts looking to simultaneously value
a node (i.e. person) for its network connections and its geographical location. We choose
to focus on nodes because unlike more common spatial network analyses that focus on
transportation and road networks (O’Sullivan 2014), the edges of SNs are neither planar
nor well-suited for analysis within a GISystem. Each of the following metrics/techniques
stem from a prior legacy of network analysis and graph theory (Nordbeck 1964, Haggett
and Chorley 1969). We apply our metrics to two simulated networks and a real-world
network. While the simulated networks mimic common SS properties reported in SN
literature, the real-world network of economic benefits around Kibale National Park,
Uganda, was collected as part of a conservation effort. We are interested to know what
are the social and spatial dimensions correlate in the network? What is the spatial
distribution of the social connections (e.g. dense connections over a small extent vs sparse
connection dispersed in space)? And who are the key individuals across different spatial
scales responsible for spreading the benefits and keeping the network connected?

The metrics were designed to answer these questions and can be described as follows:
First, we introduce a scatter plot-based visualization called an SS network schema that

simultaneously plots each pair of nodes as a function of both their network distance
(measured in network hops) and Euclidean distance (e.g. distance apart in geographic
space) to explain the extent to which connections are nearby or dispersed. This is
a graphical representation of the concept called route factor (Nordbeck 1964,
O’Sullivan 2014), defined as the number of hops to reach two nodes separated in
Euclidean space. The SS network schema is an improvement over the route factor
equation because it simultaneously explores the network properties of all nodes, pro-
viding an understanding of the entire network. The SS tuning parameter(α) is used to
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describe the extent to which nodes favour nearby or distant contacts. This tuning
parameter used in conjunction with topological centrality metrics illustrates that
a node deemed topologically important merely by its ability to connect its neighbours
may not be efficient in connecting clusters of nodes at a distance, thereby losing its
importance when the spatial scale of analysis changes.

Third, we measure a network’s spatial tightness with the network flattening ratio, the
proportion of the sum of original network edge distances to the same sum of distances
in a re-configured network optimized to create the closest possible ties while maintain-
ing each node’s degree. The purpose of this metric is to quantify how dispersed the
network structure is over geographic space as compared to a perfect hypothetical
‘compactness’ realized by connecting all nodes with the nearest possible candidates
while maintaining the number of neighbours (degree) of each node. This metric can be
used to mark the dispersion or tightening of a network over time or across different
networks.

Our results for the Kibale network show that while some node with fewer ties
serves as the only connection between people in different villages, others have many
local ties but do not connect farther nodes. In conservation scenarios, such as in
Kibale, where equitable distribution of resources is desired, these individuals are
particularly important because they help identify individuals responsible for disper-
sing economic benefits arising from a single source, preventing clusters of economic
wealth from forming. However, existing metrics, relying only on topology, disregard
spatial embedding of the network and miss the role people play at different spatial
scales. Our metrics identify important individuals who play a role in sustaining net-
work connections at different spatial scales. The success of conservation plans is
contingent on the support of local communities (Adams 2004). Individuals responsi-
ble for spreading economic benefits are also likely to be influencers and can be
targeted to spread the message of conservation.

Background

SNA relies on a variety of metrics to characterize the network at different topological
scales, namely entity-level (single node or edge), meso-level (collection of nodes) and
network-level (the holistic network) metrics. Meso-scale network structures, or commu-
nities, have received significant attention in SSNs due to its close conceptual ties with
the concept of ‘community’ in geography and a host of techniques have been devel-
oped to detect them (Porter et al. 2009, Onnela et al. 2011, Croitoru et al. 2014, Sarzynska
et al. 2016). Here, we focus on network-level and entity-level metrics which are described
in the sub-sections below.

The primary challenge of creating metrics for SSNs stems from the discordance
between the definitions of distance in SNA and geography, measured in hops incurred
from moving along edges between nodes and Euclidean space measured by (x, y)
coordinates, respectively. Thus, standard SNA metrics (e.g. centrality) are unable to
provide any information about spatial aspects of an SSN.

Researchers have amassed a helpful set of theoretical knowledge pertaining to
propinquity (Fischer 1982), which deals with network structure as a function of distance.
The concept has been verified with larger social networks, typically found through social
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media. Social ties tend to be local, with the probability of ties reducing with distance
(Liben-Nowell et al. 2005, Wong et al. 2006, Mok et al. 2010, Preciado et al. 2011). Nearby
nodes tend to have similar socio, cultural or demographic properties (Hipp and Perrin
2009) and like Euclidean distance, social similarity is also an attractor, manifested in the
fact that individuals commonly choose to associate with others of similar traits (e.g. race,
language, location, wealth) (McPherson et al. 2001). Moreover, nodes that are central to
the network tend to be clustered in Euclidean space (Onnela et al. 2011).

While the aforementioned studies include distance as a variable, fewer studies embed
their systems in the context of multivariate geography, leveraged by geolocating house-
holds or activities in a GISystem to include contextual information about geographic
space (Andris 2016). Emch et al. (2012) modelled a social network of individuals and their
positions in geographic space to demonstrate that spatial closeness of two agents is
a stronger determinant of disease spread than their level of interpersonal interaction.
Models of disaggregate social systems in a geographic setting have revealed that urban
gangs have rivalries in adjacent and non-adjacent turf – showing the importance of
proximity in institutionalized violence (Radil et al. 2010b, Papachristos et al. 2013).
Another study showed that family members tend to live closer to one another, com-
pared to unrelated community members in rural Thailand, and that this closeness is
exacerbated with tie strength (Verdery et al. 2012).

Additionally, visual analytics through node-and-edge diagrams (sociograms) are of
limited use since, in the case of SSNs, the positions of nodes are fixed using Euclidean
coordinates. Hence, graph layout algorithms (Gibson et al. 2013), designed to create
aesthetically and analytically viable sociograms by moving the nodes around, are not as
useful in a spatial setting. Moreover, the significant size of real-world networks create
‘hairballs’ (Krzywinski et al. 2012) and are often too dense to view in Euclidean space
using (x, y) anchored sociograms (Luo and MacEachren 2014).

Network expanse

Network-level properties are calculated to analyse the population dynamics of the social
network in its entirety. Defined in network space, these metrics are thus non-spatial and
almost entirely non-geographic. However, metrics such as Average Path Length and
Network Diameter provide intuitions about node-hop distance in a network, indicating
how quickly one can get from one part of the network to another. While average path
length refers to the mean inter-node distance, network diameter is the maximum
distance between two of the farthest social connections, thus providing a measure of
how ‘big’ the network is (Hanneman and Riddle 2005, p. 81), and how much it ‘costs’ to
reach all nodes.

While considering social networks embedded in geographic space, it is important to
characterize the spatial extent of the network. Social-connections tend to be local
highlighting the importance of characterizing spatial and social separation between
distant entities. Hence, a specification of network diameter length with a spatial extent
is essential to capture the SS expanse of spatial social networks. In addition to average
path length and network diameter, summary statistics of other entity-level metrics such
as degree, betweenness measure network structure as well.
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Important nodes

Entity-level metrics help identify important network actors. Such nodes are considered
to be in the ‘thick of things’ (Freeman 1978) as a virtue of being centrally located in the
network. Freeman (1978) defines degree, betweenness and closeness centrality as key
metrics for assessing relative importance. Node Degree is the number of nodes to which
a focal node (termed ego in social networks) connects. Betweenness centrality is the
number of shortest paths between all pairs of nodes that pass through (i.e. use) the focal
node for transitivity. Closeness centrality captures the average distance with which
a node can reach all other nodes in the network (Borgatti 2005). These definitions are
modified to accommodate edges with directionality and edge weights, which reflect the
strength of relationships or magnitude of flows on an edge.

In case of directed networks, nodes have out-degree and in-degrees. In Freeman’s
(1978) centrality measures, the focus is on the number of connections regardless of
send/receive directionality. The modified metrics for directed edges are generally
referred to as prestige metrics since they distinguish between choices made by the
node and the collective choices made by the other nodes toward the central node
(Knoke and Burt 1983, Wasserman and Faust 1994, Borgatti et al. 2002). Hence, prestige
is a more refined concept than centrality and can only be measured when incoming and
outgoing edges are separated. Using edge weights, degree can be redefined as the sum
of weights of all the edges incident on the focal node (Barrat et al. 2004), although this
makes it hard to distinguish between, for example, a node with 10 edges of weight 1
and a node with 1 edge of weight 10 (Opsahl et al. 2010). In case of closeness and
betweenness, the least cost path is used (Brandes 2001, Newman 2001) although this
may ignore the relative importance of edge weight versus number of edges (Opsahl
et al. 2010).

Methods

We introduce a set of metrics to characterize the SS structure of the network, efficiency of
spatial connectivity, and to identify important nodes embedded in the SSN. We visualize
the network using an SS network schema which allows users to explore the changing
importance of each node as the distance becomes an important factor. We quantify this
using the node-level SS tuning parameter (α), which provides modified node centrality
measures, namely, degree, closeness and betweenness. We also provide a network-level
metric, the flattening ratio, which compares an actual network to its most ‘flattened’,
spatially compact hypothetical configuration, to quantify how dispersed it is.

Let G ¼ V; Eð Þ be an undirected unweighted connected graph where V ¼
v1; v2; v3; . . . ; vnf g is the set of nodes and E ¼ e1; e2; e3; . . . ; enf g is the set of edges

where each edge ek is associated with an unordered pair of vertices i; jð Þ. Locational
information in the form of (x, y) coordinates is associated with each node. The Euclidean
distance between any two nodes p;q

� � 2 V is represented as p; qj j while the shortest
path along the network is represented as C p; qð Þ. However, p; qj j and C p; qð Þ are not
directly comparable as they are defined in different measurement spaces.
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SS network schema (SS-NS) for rendering of network expanse

The SS network schema plots C p; qð Þ against p; qj j to detect patterns that have been
consistently reported in spatial social network literature (Figure 1). The axes of the plot
afford a measure of how ‘big’ the network is both socially and spatially (Hanneman and
Riddle 2005). The range of the x-axis specifies the spatial extent of the network using
Euclidean distance between the most distant nodes (a continuous variable). The y-axis
specifies the network diameter (shortest path distance between the topologically farth-
est nodes) (a discrete variable) (Figure 1). Along the y-axis, the clustering of points
denotes the number of nodes at increasing topological distances. An example line
passes through y = 1 (shortest path = 1). Points along this line represent the frequency
of distances of various first-degree friends. Most social network studies that incorporate
distance only focus on these first-degree ties, i.e. at y = 1. However, examining distances
of nth-degree ties is also crucial to determine processes on the network (e.g. diffusion).
Overall, this plot is a workaround for comparing the two distance notions (network and
Euclidean). As mentioned, it extends the concept of route factor equation, from being
a summation of the total distance to total hops to an exploration of the distance to hops
ratio for each individual node. This disaggregation allows the analyst to examine the
central tendencies of this distribution and pinpoint nodes that may be anomalies in the
distance-connection distribution.

Flattening ratio for measuring spatial tightness

To define the flattening ratio, we first create a degree-constrained nearest neighbour
network �G from the given social network G by reconfiguration, such that each node i in

Figure 1. An SS network schema illustrates the different scenarios that any pair of nodes in a spatial
social network could incur.
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�G with degree D connects to its nearest D neighbours in Euclidean space. The flattening
ratio is the sum of the Euclidean distance between every pair of connected nodes in the
network �G compared to the sum of the Euclidean distance between every pair of
connected nodes in G. Mathematically,

Fs ¼
P

pqj jP
pqj j (1)

where, as before, pqj j denote the Euclidean distance between any two connected

nodes in G and pqj j denote the Euclidean distance between any two nodes connected
by an edge in �G. Since the nodes in �G connect more efficiently to their spatially close

neighbours, the overall distance
P

pqj j is expected to be less than
P

pqj j. Thus, Fs
provides a measure of tightness with which nodes in G are connected to their closest
spatial neighbours. The closer the ratio is to 1, the closer network G is to an ideal degree-
constrained nearest neighbour network. Note that this is akin to the Erdös–Rényi
configuration model (Erdős and Rényi 1960). Due to the degree constrained require-
ment, many possible resultant ‘flattened’ networks are possible. In other words, �G is
constructed stochastically and for a given G, several �G are possible. Thus, to calculate Fs,
we took the average of several iterations.

SS tuning parameter for measuring node importance through spatial centrality
metrics

To define the important nodes in an SS context, we introduce the SS tuning parameter α
to balance the importance attributed to near versus far social connections. We calibrate
the value of α between 0 and 1. If α ¼ 0, then farther connections are given higher
weightage, and if α ¼ 1, the nodes with nearby social connections are considered more
important. If α ¼ 0:5, both far and near connections in Euclidean space are given equal
weightage, thus, nodes that either have intermediate connections, or a mixture of far
and near connections, are deemed important by the spatial centrality metrics at α ¼ 0:5.
Thus, different values of α capture the changing importance of the nodes (calculated by
spatial centrality metrics) at different spatial scales of analysis. The spatial centrality
metrics are calculated as such:

Each edge e 2 E, pqj j can be considered as cost or benefit depending on whether
near connections are preferred over farther connections. For example, network distance
is considered a cost when looking to travel fast between people, but a benefit when
trying to stop disease spread. Hence, when moving from one node (i) to another (j) by
traversing along the edges, the total weight of the shortest path is calculated by
Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra 1959) as the total cost of travelling along the edges from
node i to j:

dNi;j ¼ min i; aj j þ a; bj j þ . . .þ x; jj jð Þ (2)

Alternatively, when far connections are preferred, this distance is modified (Brandes
2001, Newman 2001):
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dFi;j ¼ min
1
i; aj j þ

1
a; bj j þ . . .þ 1

x; jj j
� �

(3)

The subscripts F and N in each case denote whether near or far connections are
preferred and consequently whether the Euclidean Distance between the nodes was
interpreted as benefit or cost.

The Spatial Centrality metric incorporates both the amassing of edge weights through
traversal as a cost and benefit, is defined here as XSi for node i, where the tuning
parameter a ranges from 0 to 1. Xs can, in turn, refer to the three measures of node
centrality, namely, degree, betweenness and closeness. Xs is defined as:

XSi ¼ α � XNi þ 1� αð Þ � XFi (4)

where; XNi ¼
XNi �min XNið Þ

max XNið Þ �min XNið Þ ; XFi ¼
XFi �min XFið Þ

max XFið Þ �min XFið Þ (5)

Where Xs can take on three different values: degree (Ds), closeness (Cs) and betweenness
(Bs);i is a focal node and j represents all other nodes. N is the total number of nodes in
the network, and α is the tuning parameter such that 0 � α � 1.

For each case (degree, closeness and betweenness), XF and XN are defined as follows:

DNi ¼
XN

j

1
i; jj j ; DFi ¼

XN

j
i; jj j (6)

BNi ¼
gNx;y ið Þ
gNx;y

; BFi ¼
gFx;y ið Þ
gFx;y

(7)

and; CNi ¼
XN

j
dNi;j ; CFi ¼

XN

j
dFi;j (8)

where gBx;y is the total length of the shortest paths between every pair of nodes x; y 2
V � if g and gFx;y ið Þ is the total length of the shortest paths that pass through the focal

node i.
The values for BFi ; BNi ; CFi ; CNi ; DFi;; DNiare normalized to be in the range 0; 1½ � by

linear scaling. These centrality measures, like many other metrics in SNA, are better
suited for providing a ranking of importance of nodes rather than for quantifying the
difference in influence between nodes and should not be used to compare different
networks by their scores (Bonacich 1987, Borgatti 2005). Consequently, the numeric
values of metrics DSi ; CSi; and BSiare less important than the rankings of the nodes
afforded by the values computed by the metrics.

Theoretically, the modified metrics provide a consolidation for network and Euclidean
distance by treating distance as an intrinsic property of the network. Further, by con-
sidering Euclidean distance as either cost or benefit for social activities, the metrics
leverage the topology of the network to quantify the spatial scale of influence of each
node.
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Data

Simulated data

We created two simulated datasets based on prior calibrations of inter-node distance (i.e.
propinquity) and node distribution. These initiation metrics are derived from consistently
reported accounts of inter-nodal distance (Festinger et al. 1950, Mok et al. 2010, Preciado
et al. 2011) and spatial distribution of nodes (Fischer 1977, Butts et al. 2012) and act as test
datasets for our methods. In the first synthetic Poisson Network, node location (x, y) is
generated randomly using a Poisson process inside a bounded Euclidean space and the
probability of forming an edge reduces exponentially as a function of the distance
between the nodes, following the propinquity property (Figure 2(a)). In the second
synthetic Clustered Network, nodes are clustered at different Euclidean distances inside
a bounded space, and the probability of forming an edge reduces exponentially as
a function of the distance between the nodes (Figure 2(b)), following findings that
spatially clustered nodes tend to be well connected with relatively few links to other
such clusters (Entwisle et al. 2007, Abizaid et al. 2016). Each network has 32 edges
connected by 113 and 114 edges, respectively (see Supplementary Information for SS
properties).

Kibale employment network

We also utilize a real-world dataset of an employment network near Kibale National Park
(KNP), Uganda (hereafter Kibale), to complement the synthetic networks. The elevation
in the study area ranges from 1445 to 1557 m (via a 30-m resolution digital elevation
model) (USGS 2006). Although KNP is a mid-altitude moist evergreen forest, the area
around the field-station is relatively flat and the primary means of transport are by foot,
bicycles or motorbikes. The roads near the park are a mixture of paved and unpaved
surfaces and people often take shortcuts through fields, rendering Euclidean distance
a good approximation of the cost of travel and co-location. A lack of telecommunication
infrastructure and the relatively high cost of keeping a mobile phone means most
interaction is still carried out in person (Sarkar et al., 2016).

Figure 2. The simulated networks in arbitrary geographic space. The nodes are anchored to their
corresponding (x, y) locations. (a) Poisson Network. The highlighted path shows two nodes that are
spatially close but topologically far. (b) Clustered Network.
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Employers and employees were interviewed in-person between January 2016-May
2017. Employees of Makerere University Biological Field Station (MUBFS) were inter-
viewed first. Next, more participants were identified through a snowball sample, result-
ing in 209 participants from 21 villages, including people living at the field station. We
contacted these employees and asked who they hired for agriculture and household
work and for contact information for the people hired for these tasks. We learnt that
employees hired for household and farm work by one person are sometimes hired by
different employers. The agricultural and household workers informed us also of those
they had hired. As many chains as possible were followed through the snowball sample
until an individual on the chain did not hire anyone, could not be contacted, or lived
more than 10 km from the field station by a motorable road. People who did not hire
anyone were excluded. This data was used to develop a network where the location of
everyone was geolocated to the village of their residence, and the edges represent
employer–employee relationships. The resultant network is a network with 163 nodes
and 155 edges in 21 connected components. We used the largest connected compo-
nent (Figure 3), comprising 97 nodes and 106 edges, to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the introduced metrics at providing insights on the spatial embedding of the network
and social importance of the nodes at different spatial scales.

This network was collected with the aim of quantifying the percolation of economic
benefits originating from employment at MUBFS through the community through
employer–employee relationships (Sarkar et al. In Press). In this network, our hypothesis
is that important individuals are those responsible for spreading benefits across different
spatial scales by virtue of their SS position in the employment network. Thus, they are
characterized as having a good mix of near-far connections, thus keeping the network
connected at different spatial scales. MUBFS is one of the longest continuously running
research field sites in Africa and provides a unique case study to understand the impacts
of such an establishment on the livelihoods of the community living near the park. This
dataset provides an ideal application scenario for the new metrics because its significant
size makes it difficult to visualize the network using sociograms and challenging to
identify important actors using traditional SNA metrics. Additionally, while the synthetic
networks were generated programmatically to have the ideal SS properties, the proper-
ties of the real-world network are unknown and have more complexity and noise in their
SS properties.

Results

SS network schema

The SS-network schema helps investigate the overall structure of the SSN. For the
synthetic networks (Figure 4), the points have been aggregated at 5-km intervals and
jittered vertically on the plot to provide visual cues as to how many points are at each x,
y coordinate. The numbers provide a count of points at each geographic distance, giving
an idea of distance dispersion of social connections. The extent of the x and y axes
provides a notion of network size, both spatially and socially. The spatial extent of the
network, as dictated by the distance of the between the farthest nodes in Euclidean
space, is approximately 150 km for the Poisson Network and 100 km for the Clustered
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Network (Figure 4). In terms of SNA, the diameters of the networks are 4 and 5,
respectively, meaning that each node in the network can be reached from every other
node by traversing relatively few edges. The y-axis entries along Shortest Distance = 1 is
akin to plotting a histogram of the distance between social connections, frequently used
to assert distance-friendship patterns.

For Poisson Network, the generative process implies that geographically distant
nodes are unlikely to be connected, and thus, most social connections should be
local. Therefore, distant nodes will have many intermediaries for connection (larger

Figure 3. The Kibale network of economic benefits depicts workers and employers as nodes and
their edges as relationships. There are a number of small villages that have internal connections
(depicted mostly in black) while connections exist more frequently between each small village,
indicating that there is an economic incentive to foster travel and communication between these
areas. (The position of the nodes has been jittered to prevent overlap of nodes in the same village.)
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shortest distance). The clustering of points in the ‘Near Friends’ zone (bottom right) of
Figure 5(a) highlights the connections and points along the line Shortest Distance = 2,
indicating that most nodes are reachable from each other within two steps. The farthest
nodes in Euclidean space are separated by three hops in network space. Figure 4(a) also
highlights an interesting outlier node at the top-left corner, which has spatially close
neighbours but is separated from them by four hops. This four-hop path is highlighted
in Figure 2. This case cannot be derived easily from standard sociogram methods of SNA

Figure 4. SS network schema for (a) Poisson and (b) Clustered simulated spatial social network.
Points are aggregated at 5 km intervals.
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but is clear using this visual method. Thus, this node is an outlier with respect to the
distance distribution of nodes in this network and would, hence, require further con-
siderations for analysis.

For Clustered Network, the generative process implies that each spatial cluster will have
many connections and relatively few direct connections between distant clusters. The
highly clustered nature of node locations implies that the ‘Near Friends’ zone (Figure 4(b))
has many points, while there are very few ‘Far Friends’ (i.e. an absence of points in the lower
right-hand quadrant). One can detect spatial clustering and distance-decay of tie formation
from the large empty space in the middle of the chart and from the collection of many
points towards extremities. Both the sociogram and the SS-NS illustrate that about 1/3rd of
friends are nearby and 2/3rds of friends are far away, yet the SS-NS confirms there are no
third-degree ties in these tight clusters, wherein the sociogrammay have visually concealed
this predicament. A drawback of this plot is that it is unclear how many distinct (unique)
nodes are participating in each X, Y plot point as nodes (egos) repeat for each combination
with other network nodes (alter).

In the Kibale Employment Network, the average employer–employee distance is
0.9 km, and thus, the spatial resolution of the SS-NS has been set to 1 km to be able to
capture the spatial variations in this network. The small numbers along Shortest Path
Distance = 1, along with the relatively large diameter of five hints at a sparsely con-
nected network. The spatial extent of the network is relatively small at approximately
6 km in diameter and most nodes are within 3.5 km of each other. The probability of
employment decreases with Euclidean distance, and the sparsity of points beyond the
1.5-km mark along Shortest Path Distance = 1 highlight the few employments that exist
beyond 1.5 km. Interestingly, some of the farthest nodes have an edge between them,
suggesting some connections are worth maintaining despite the challenges posed by

Figure 5. SS network schema for Kibale spatial social network of economic benefits. Points are
aggregated at every 1 Km.
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sparse telecommunication and commuting infrastructure. The heavy clustering of points
in the near friend region highlights that most hiring is local. However, some topologi-
cally farthest connections are spatially close, implying that a lack of opportunities in
one’s village may necessitate travel to find work. These two extreme cases point to
potentially interesting employer–employee dynamics. The anchored sociogram in
Figure 3 verifies distant connections are sustained by a single individual. It also points
at the possibility that after 2 km, employment may be driven by the individual’s
reputation rather than his location, as all three long distance (>2 km) connections are
sustained by a single node. Moreover, some node pairs are close together in Euclidean
space may be far apart in network space, highlighting that the same person was rarely
hired by two separate employers even if they lived close to each other. This is not
surprising as most hiring is done for farm work, making it difficult for a person to be
hired for the entire day at more than one farm.

The geographical network map (Figure 3) illustrates the topography in which the
network is situated and the relative position of the nodes with respect to one another.
Yet, this representation suffers from drawbacks owing to its ‘hairball’ like structure
(Krzywinski et al. 2012) that would be increasingly pronounced with more nodes and
edges. Alternatively, the SS-NS (Figure 5) provides discernible information about socio-
spatial network properties such as size (both spatial and topological) and pattern of
connections (i.e. how well nearby nodes are connected, how many nodes have distant
connections).

Spatial network tightness (flattening ratio)

The original simulated networks are already spatially optimized as the probability of
long connections was programmed to decrease exponentially. Thus, the flattening ratio
for the Poisson and Clustered Networks are 0.797 and 0.923, respectively. For the
Kibale Employment Network, the flattening ratio is 0.212, which implies that the
original network is far from being spatially tight. This may be due to several hires
from distant villages and the significant number of ‘close strangers’, which get optimized
in the flattened networks (see Supplementary Information for flattened networks gen-
erated from the original networks).

We also experimented with elevation as a cost parameter on top of Euclidean
distance in the Kibale flattened network since steep roads impede pedestrian mobility –
a key mode of transportation in Kibale. Each edge was weighted by the maximum
elevation change along the path. The sum of the change in elevation for all original
edges was 1519.07 m and, for flattened networks, ranged between 1212.2 and 1512.3 m.
Thus, the original network, with longer edges, also incurred more elevation change as
can be expected.

A combination of the two network-level metrics characterizes the structure of the
Kibale network as being sparsely connected and spatially ‘loose’ even though most
connections are local. This structural property can be explained by the fact that in an
employment network, a person can mostly be hired by a single employer, albeit, there
are exceptions. Thus, the number of interconnections between nodes are limited which,
in turn, prevents a dense network structure and forces hiring from farther away when
locals have already been engaged.
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Identifying important nodes via SS tuning parameter

The plots allow the user to detect key nodes that shift, given a changing emphasis on
having far versus near connections as the most valuable qualities of a node. Using
Poisson network, node importance, as predicted by degree centrality, changes with
different values of α (Figure 6(a)). Here, the x-axis shows the values of α, while the y-axis
shows the rank of the node at different α’s, beginning with the highest-ranking node at

Figure 6. Degree ranking of the nodes at different α values for simulated networks. Transparency of
the lines depicts total absolute value change in rank between α = 0 and α = 1. (a) Poisson Network
and (b) Clustered Network.
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the top and incrementing to the lowest ranking node. The numbers correspond to node
ID. The lines connecting the rank of a node at different values of α are more transparent
if they change rank between α = 0 and α = 1 significantly. As expected, nodes with the
farthest connections are considered important at α = 0, while nodes with closer con-
nections are given higher ranking at α = 1. Nodes 20, 28 and 32 are affected most by α

as they predominantly have further and nearer connections, respectively. On the con-
trary, node 14, as result of having connections at different Euclidean distances, remains
relatively important at all values of α.

In Clustered network, node 22 and node 6 are remarkable in their significant rank
variations (Figure 6(b)). Node 22 significantly loses its ranking between different α

values, ending up in the last rank because of its position in Euclidean space, which is
slightly away from a node cluster while still being well connected to five nodes in the
nearest cluster. Its relatively intermediate distance connections make it significantly lose
its ranking after α = 0.4. However, its connections are geographically not close enough
to make it important at α = 0.5. On the contrary, node 6, being socially well-embedded
in its spatial neighbourhood, becomes the most important node at α = 0.55 and
maintains its ranking throughout. Nodes 1, 2 and 4 gain in rank between α = 0 and
α = 1 for the same reason as node 6.

In terms of identifying node importance, Poisson network is more stable than the
clustered network given a shift in emphasis on distance vs nearness as an indicator of
importance. This is highlighted by the many crossing lines in Figure 6(b) compared to
Figure 6(a).

The considerable number of disconnected components (21) in the Kibale
Employment Network begets evaluating the role of nodes in the largest components
to keep the component connected across different socio-spatial scales. The graph of
change in the betweenness values (Figure 7) highlights the shifting role of different
nodes to keep the network connected across α values. Node 4 is arguably the most
important as s/he connects six clusters (people in different villages) at different
Euclidean distances and maintains a stable top rank. Node 23, on the other hand,
significantly improves ranking between α = 0 and α = 1, serving as the connection
between residents of the same village who are not connected by any other path. Node
18 only employs people in different villages that are quite far from their village of
residence and serves as a crucial point of connection between the pair of villages when
distant connections are preferred.

Directed graphs to distinguish between employer and employee can be used as
a measure of ‘prestige’. Thus, node 12 can be considered prestigious as s/he is hired by
people from far villages although people (nodes) with similar experience (i.e. house
making, carpentry) are spatially close. The high correlation (rs = 0.86) between out-
degree and degree importance at α = 0 implies people usually tend to hire employees
from far villages only when they have relatively saturated local connections. This also
follows from the nature of hiring which tends to be for household and farm work, and
thus, locals are preferred unless an alternative option is quite reputable or skilful, which
is may be the case for the individual depicted by node 12.

Table 1 highlights the effectiveness of our metrics as compared to the traditional SNA
ones. As expected, the variation in the top-ranked nodes in the modified metrics
highlights the roles played by individuals at different spatial scales of analysis at keeping
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the network connected and thus help spread benefits far and wide across the landscape.
Thus, as compared to traditional metrics, the modified metrics are better suited at
eliciting the spatial roles of individuals in the network.

In SSNs, it important to look at both the number of connections and at the contribution
of individuals in maintaining and spreading benefits over a network across the landscape.
The use of the tuning parameter α, helps us characterize the importance of individuals on
a landscape, particularly across different spatial scales by balancing the cost and benefits
of distant connections. In the characterization of the spread of economic benefits, the
absence of ‘important’ individuals will spatially condense the benefits originating from
MUBFS. Since studies have shown that economic gains from the protected-areas impact
a community’s perception of conservation plans, it is important to ensure equitable
percolation of the benefits to individuals living in communities surrounding the park.
The combination of degree and betweenness of individuals, as reflected by the modified
metrics, helps identify specific individuals who fulfil this important role.

Discussion and conclusion

We provide new methods to analyse SSNs that take both Euclidean space and network
space into consideration and consequently inform how social systems are organized in and
affected by geographic space. These methods highlight that the Kibale network is sparsely
connected and not spatially compact although hiring is mostly local. Several key individuals
act as brokers at keeping the network connected across larger spatial extents. In the
context of this employer–employee network arising from a conservation effort, this
‘loose’ structure, with a core located near the field station is desirable as it ensures that

Figure 7. Betweenness ranking of the nodes at different α values in Kibale Employment Network. In
case of a tie, all the tied nodes are given an average rank. Transparency of the lines depicts total
absolute value change in rank between α = 0 and α = 1.
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economic benefits arising from the field station are accessible to local communities. The
long and medium distant connections sustained by few individuals are important in
ensuring that communities near the boundary of the park at various distances from the
field station also derive some economic benefits from the field station. Together, these
features of the network play a crucial role in engaging communities in conservation-related
activities, a feature linked to successful conservation efforts.

In terms of methodologies, we introduced a scatterplot-based visualization approach
providing an overview of the socio-spatial structure of SSNs by plotting the shortest
network paths required to connect nodes at various Euclidean distances. We also
designed a measure of socio-spatial network tightness called the flattening ratio.
These two network-level methods characterize the spatial structuring of the social
network in terms of distance distribution of connections. In general terms, these meth-
ods provide an intuition of where friends are located, how easy is it to meet nth degree
mutual friends and how fast information will percolate to distant places.

Furthermore, we proposed variations to the three commonly used centrality metrics,
namely, degree, betweenness and closeness, to characterize the important roles played
by the nodes in the network at different spatial scales. By using scaling parameter α, the
metrics modify the interpretation of distance between nodes to interpret it as either
beneficial or detrimental, thereby quantifying the importance at different spatial scales.
The modified centrality metrics help distinguish between individuals who have many
local friends versus those with few local friends but many long-distance friends. In the
context of SSNs, both these classes of individuals are important depending on the
spatial scale of interest.

We found instances where a node with many distant connections is interpreted as
being important at α = 1, thus, portraying its importance to be greater than a node with
a few very close connections. Using the introduced metrics in conjunction with standard
definitions helps weed out such outliers. Furthermore, one must be careful not to attach
an excessive value to individual results of the SNA centrality metrics as node importance
(as assigned by the centrality metrics) tend to be highly correlated (Valente et al. 2008, Li
et al. 2011, 2015). Consequently, characterization of important nodes should be done as
a combination of metric use, visual inspection and expert insight about the generative
processes of the network.

The locational information in SSNs also provide opportunities to understand the
network in conjunction with other geographic data known to influence tie formation,
such as the nature of the built environment (Lund 2003, Hipp et al. 2014, Boessen et al.
2017). For example, in the Kibale network, the presence of numerous shortcuts through
fields and unpaved roads makes it difficult to gauge travel distance. Thus, relying only
on information on known roads would exaggerate the employer–employee distance and
provide an incorrect proxy of the impact of the environment. The map also helps
identify the location of the villages and the location of the spatial core close to the
field station. Additionally, the lop-sided east-west orientation of the network is due to
the barrier to the east posed by the national park and the presence of the roads that
expedite movement. Furthermore, the concept of centrality in geography goes beyond
topological connections and relative positions to include factors that may be social,
economic, political, etc. For example, the concept of ‘prestige’ can be related to a social
attribute of the node rather than its topological positioning (Abizaid et al. 2015, Entwisle
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et al. 2007). In Kibale, some long-distance hiring is explained by the requirement of
people with specialized skills (Node 12), not available locally. Moreover, a node may be
deemed important because of its geographic location (Fleming and Sorenson 2001,
Owen-Smith and Powell 2004). Sometimes, geographical location becomes an important
driver in tie formation, compensating for lack of a central position in a social network
(Owen-Smith and Powell 2004) or, conversely, stop certain entities from forming alli-
ances if they are geographically far even though socially central (Fleming and Sorenson
2001). Considering geography, as well as social networks, becomes indispensable for
understanding the duality between the importance of location versus network (Castells
1996). This duality can be addressed by a combination of the standard centrality metrics
along with the modified centrality metrics introduced here. While the standard metrics
privilege network position, the modified metrics can distinguish between the nodes,
playing a crucial role in local versus distant processes. Thus, the use of new socio-spatial
techniques proposed herein, along with maps and traditional metrics, are required to
identify the different important nodes according to their roles.1

Note

1. The metrics and visualization discussed in this article are available as an R library down-
loadable from https://github.com/diptosarkar/SpatNet/.
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